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GARIBLDI CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES
107 6th Street, Garibaldi, OR 97118 – Meeting Hall
Wednesday, June 16, 2021 – 6:30 p.m.
I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Hall called to order the Special City Council meeting at 6:30 p.m. Present
were Council members Tim Hall, Judy Riggs, Whitey Forsman, Laurie Wandell
and Katie Findling. City staff present was Assistant City Manager (“ACM”) Lori
Longfellow, City Attorney Carrie Connelly (“City Attorney”), and Third-Party
Contract Planner Walt Wendolowski (“Wendolowski”). Citizens present included
Paul Daniels, Carl Kopacek, Helen Wright, George Hastings, Terri Southwick,
Ronald Halter, Linda Bade and Juliet Hyams.

III.

LIMITED “ON THE RECORD” REMAND PUBLIC HEARING
CU-2020-01, COASTAL HOUSING SOLUTIONS, LLC.
A. Remand Public Hearing
1.

Open hearing
Mayor Hall called opened the hearing at 6:32 p.m.

2.

Ex parte, bias, conflicts
Cn. Wandell read her written statement out loud and expressed that
she was entering into the hearing with an open mind and was
confident she could be impartial and make decisions based only on
facts.

3.

Required statements
Mayor Hall read the required statements.

4.

Staff Report / Findings
Contract Planner Wendolowski asked if it was acceptable to the
Council for him to provide a brief summary of the findings as
opposed to reading 30+ pages.
Mayor Hall asked if there was any new information and
Wendolowski declined and noted there was no new material in
the report, everything written had been incorporated from the
original staff report and minutes. Mayor Hall declined his
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request and stated that the document should have been
submitted to the council in writing so they could have read and
reviewed that information. City Attorney clarified what was
being requested and noted that everyone had at least 7 days to
review the report. Mayor Hall stated that they did have it and
there were questions that council had. City Attorney asked if
he wanted the 30+ pages of the staff report read. Mayor Hall
stated no, but if councilors had questions about certain
information in the document to raise it with Wendolowski at
that time. City Attorney stated that was a good use of their
time. Mayor Hall stated he wanted to start with a number of
concerns he had related to page 4 of the application summary.
Mayor Hall stated concerns regarding wetlands and
Wendolowski explained as with any development in the State
it will have to go through the Department of State Lands to
address wetlands issues.
Mayor Hall stated his concern that a burden will be placed on
the residents of Garibaldi to upgrade the water and wastewater
systems in order to accommodate the apartment complex.
Wendolowski stated that it is incumbent upon the developer,
not the city to install the necessary pipes and sewer, etc.
Wendolowski noted that he was not an engineer and would not
speak as one with regard to capacity issues. The main point he
wanted to stress, was that if the developer cannot meet the
facility needs, the project simply cannot go forward.
Mayor Hall noted he wanted to have an independent review done
because he has some issues related to the city engineer and the
planner, which he has laid out to the city attorneys and he wouldn’t
go into it for certain reasons.
Cn. Wandell stated she had questions about the findings on pages
six and seven regarding the Geotech report and specifically
landslides. Wendolowski noted that was an engineering question
and he can only rely on the expertise that was submitted. He stated
he believed it was in the City code to request the Applicant to pay
for an independent Geotech to go through the analysis. He questions
if at this juncture, was there enough evidence that it could not be
built in conformance with the current building code requirements.
He stated that his conclusion is based on the preponderance of
evidence that was presented to him and that construction can
proceed that meets the requirements of the city development code.
City Attorney emphasized that Wendolowski was charged with
drafting findings based on evidence in the record and the record is
closed. She stated that slightly modified the comment that the city
can request the applicant to provide geotechnical materials at his
expense. Wendolowski clarifies that the City can require it when it
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gets down to the building aspect of it. When looking at the
evidence, it appears to say they can proceed, but during construction
the foundation building official and the city engineer can say they
need additional evidence.
City Attorney wanted to make the point that council saying they
agree staff recommendation and issue an approval that doesn’t
mean substandard construction is going to happen. There are
second and third looks at all of these basic materials before them.
This was just a start, not the end of the story.
Mayor Hall discusses his concerns regarding the traffic study.
Wendolowski noted the traffic study was based on historical
information and the date of the study does not refer to the actual
date the study was conducted. No further traffic impact study needs
to be done they have met the requirement of the development code,
the only thing they need to do is get their access permit from ODOT.
Mayor Hall expresses his concerns regarding Goal 10.
City Attorney clarified to what extent Goal 10 was used as criteria
for this application. The existing Comp Plan and Code were adopted
to comply with and that is what governs this decision. She noted it
provides a framework for the decision before you. Unfortunately,
even if the Comp Plan is outdated or no longer applicable to the
community, until something is duly adopted and acknowledged by
the DLDC, it is what the decision must be based on even if it makes
no sense at all.
Cn. Findling stated she was confused with what was in the comp
plan and the statement, “council finds this project is consistent with
the plans’ housing policies as the project adds to the existing
housing stock to meet the needs of the community”.
City Attorney noted that the council's job is to listen to the
testimony, evaluate the evidence, if there are pieces of the draft
decision that they disagree with they can talk about it and direct
changes at the end of the hearing assuming the changes are based
on the record.
Mayor Hall stated a critical issue for him under Goal 10 was the
topic of affordable housing. He wants to have security in knowing
that the Applicant is building homes that people can afford.
City Attorney reminded them the Applicant would testify later in
the hearing and that may be a good opportunity to get an answer,
unless Wendolowski can direct them to something in record and
explained that they cannot look at anything outside the record.
Wendolowski made a comment regarding affordability and stated
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that it was not part of the decision criteria. Mayor Hall responded
that it was not, but he wanted the Applicant to understand his
concern as Mayor is that the apartment complex(es) become
tenements over time. He stated again that he knew it was not part
of the criteria.
City Attorney noted it was hard to be a decision maker and have a
lot of priorities but stated they were quasi-judicial, they are a judge
and they are only focusing on applicable criteria. She went on to
say they can change the criteria prospectively, just not now.
Audience member questioned who made the rule that you can’t go
back into the record. Mayor Hall stated the council made the
decision during executive session that they would not accept any
new testimony or new evidence related to this particular project. He
began to explain they had three options, but City Attorney advised
him not to go there as they were in the on the record hearing.
Cn. Findling asked if she wanted clarification on all the sections
that she struggled with that said “the council finds that” would she
bring that up at this time or wait for the later testimony. Mayor
Hall stated she could go ahead and then stated that he had a problem
with the document because it was not something that he had
instructed the contract planner to prepare for the City of Garibaldi.
He expressed that he felt the report almost mirrored some of what
was in the applicant’s documents and previous documents by the
former city manager. He stated he was not happy to read that the
council approved it and that he had expressed his concern to the
City Attorney. He also stated he was not happy that the document
basically spells out that the council has already approved it based
on information that's been provided but not substantiated to the
council directly.
City Attorney explained that code requires there to be a staff report
available to the public seven days in advance. She further explained
just as they have draft ordinances come to them, they are not
effective until they have been adopted. It is the same with this
report, it is staff’s recommendation and they are required to have
that draft decision but noted that they did not direct those specific
findings. It is staff’s evaluation of the evidence in the record and
what was given was the most legally sufficient and challenge-proof
decision. City Attorney went on to say council gets to weigh the
evidence and direct changes as long as they are based on evidence
in the record. City Attorney explained that they already had an
approval that went to LUBA and LUBA sent it back and said fix the
problems. Therefore, what they had in front of them was the
decision that went to LUBA with the problem fixed, and it had
nothing to do with the Mayor directing them and the public
shouldn’t assume that this is a council decision.
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Mayor Hall stated he wanted to go on record that he felt as the
Mayor of Garibaldi he should have been notified that this document
was being drafted. He asked if any of the council members had any
more questions of the staff report. Cn. Findling stated she disagreed
with something and Mayor Hall stated there was a lot in the
document that he also disagreed with.
5.

Applicant's arguments (no new evidence)
The applicant gave his argument by stating that this went in front of
LUBA and LUBA said they met all the requirements of the GMC
to build this project, but there was an administrative procedure that
wasn’t done correctly, but as far as meeting the requirements of the
project they met those requirements.
He wanted to take a few minutes to respond to a few of the questions
that were raised and acknowledged the requirements from DSL,
ODOT, the City, erosion control/DEQ. He noted those were all
beyond the scope of what was happening at the hearing. He went on
to say there are several professional requirements to be met
including civil engineer, structural engineer, licensed landscaper,
and all of this will be put into a set of plans that will go to the county
for review. In that plan review they will make sure they have met
all the requirements of the city, county, and state to make the project
move forward.
Applicant stated that he was told several times that the city has
adequate capacity for sewer and water and that the city is actually
underutilized. His project would add additional revenue to the City.
Applicant discussed the geotechnical reports and noted if there was
a soil problem at the time of construction it will be addressed then,
and they will take care of whatever the engineering requirements
are.
An unknown citizen interrupted and questioned who would
enforces all this. Applicant asked if he had the floor. Mayor Hall
stated he could continue, but first stated that a valid point had been
raised given the DEQ issue that has been happening on the
Applicant’s property.
Applicant continues on to discuss the traffic study and stated it was
done by professional traffic engineers per the regular requirements
in ORS 734-051-3020. Mayor Hall asked if the Applicant could
provide a list of those resources in terms of those who did the traffic
study. He continue on by stating these are issues he wants to make
sure that when ODOT is brought into this project that they know
that the persons hired to do the traffic study, conducted the study
within the parameters that ODOT approves of so that it's not just
some traffic engineer who is hired by the Applicant to get an answer
that he wants.
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Applicant responded by stating it was done by a professional
organization that works for ODOT all the time. Their information
is located on the document the council has and the original
documents they received. He noted the companies name was DKS
Traffic Engineers out of Portland, the number is 503-243-3500 and
the website is also listed on the document too. Applicant stated
they should call them and verify for themselves exactly how the
process took place.
City Attorney interjected by stating they could not gather new
evidence.
Applicant discussed Goal 10 and affordable housing.
Applicant responded to the Mayor’s previous statement, on how he
didn’t like the documents produced because they mirrored other
documents. Applicant stated there was conformity because all
requirements of the Garibaldi Municipal Code have been met and
that was the conclusion of the professionals. Applicant went on to
say that even Planning Chairman Findling stated they have met all
the requirements of the Garibaldi Municipal Code, but it was not
the right time for it and he just didn’t like it. Applicant highlighted
that is not a requirement for a no vote.
Mayor Hall discussed Tillamook County minimum wage and
affordability of the apartments. Applicant clarified and discussion
was had regarding section 8 housing. Ron Halter noted that they
cannot refuse a section 8 housing voucher if all other screening
requirements have been met.
Mayor Hall requested that if the facility is built, he would like to
know there is a commitment in writing or something that it will be
maintained over time.
Applicant responded to the Mayor and stated that what he feels
personally about the future of the apartments are not a part of the
discussion.
Cn. Wandell stated she had a few questions. Discussion was had
regarding environmental assessments regarding soil tests and
landslides. Discussion was also had regarding the Comprehensive
Plan.
Cn. Findling mentioned the 40% rule and noted she didn’t quite
know how to word a question, but it was of concern to hers as it was
brought up by the LUBA remand. Discussion was had regarding
this issue.
City Attorney clarified that all LUBA said was that it did not resolve
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the issue at all and it's incumbent on the city to look at the evidence
and decide and then tell the public and LUBA that the criteria was
not satisfied.
Applicant’s council commented that in the LUBA remand it was
clear, as the City’s attorney has stated, the issue with the standard
was the findings that were adopted by the city. She directed them to
page 31 of the draft condition that is being proposed in the staff
report that addresses the issue. She noted in the draft report there's
a condition that the developer shall have the option of removing two
spaces or submit new calculations indicating that the site's not
exceeding the 40%. She stated the issue was not whether or not the
project met that, but that LUBA could not connect the dots when it
was reading through the findings. It does not mean that there was
not sufficient evidence in the record, it simply means that the
decision itself did not connect those dots and that is what the board
remanded back.
Cn. Findling was still confused on how it became part of the record
if LUBA couldn’t find it.
Applicant’s council commented that she pointed them to these
conditions because of the questions that came up earlier. She
explained that once this goes through the land use process, it is not
the end of the process. She noted that if the applicant becomes the
permittee, and does not comply with these conditions, the city has
enforcement authority to enforce these conditions. She gave the
example that under this condition if the developer or the applicant
were to not comply with the 40%, and didn't demonstrate that they
wouldn't have their engineering plans approved in the first place,
and even if they if they did, and they did not adhere to those
approved plans, the city would have the authority to enforce some
of that.
Paula Tucker commented that she was told the record was closed
and there was no new information provided. She stated she was
upset after reading the report online, she felts that it was telling her
that the decision was already made. She then questioned why there
was a discussion regarding the 40% if it wasn’t covered prior to
LUBA.
Mayor Hall replied by stated, as the city attorney knew, he was
angry the document was posted online.
Carolee North began to give comment and stated that she had served
on the Planning Commission for many years and in the past, they
had an attorney or a city planner at these types of meetings. After
being informed they were present, Ms. North stated that they were
not helping them to get through this process. They are not saying
that is evidence that was not included in the original document.
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City Attorney noted that it was hard for her to hear. She stated what
is not in the record should not be discussed. She noted it was hard
to know when she can't hear what's being said, whether something's
being referred to that is in the record or not in the record.
Mayor Hall questioned why the second staff report was being
accepted, because it was new information.
City Attorney reminded council they were in the middle of a hearing
and it should be progressing and currently the applicant is testifying.
Therefore, no one should be talking except for the Applicant or
council members who have questions for the Applicant.
Mayor Hall stated the Applicant had completed his statement.
Mayor Hall raised concerns about the the second report submitted
by Walt Wendolowski and referred to it as new evidence.
City Attorney stated it should not be referred to as a report. She
explained they got direction from LUBA that what the Council
decided was legally insufficient. What staff provided them was a
legally sufficient draft decision; not a report and it was not new
evidence, it drew from evidence in the record and put it together a
different way that would be legally acceptable to LUBA. She stated
based on what's been submitted so far, they may need to revise the
findings to address testimony argument that's been received so far.
She noted from what she had heard there hadn’t been any new
evidence submitted.
Mayor Hall stated that Cn. Findling had pointed out that documents
were not posted online. City Attorney stated the full 38-page draft
decision of findings was available online. Mayor Hall was referring
to the 1200-page documents that council had reviewed and kept
referencing. City Attorney noted that it is available for public
review if the public wants to come in and look at it or if a public
records request is provided. She continued by stating the entire land
use record is not something that is posted online.
Mayor Hall stated he was going to move forward with the agenda.
6.

Proponents' arguments (no new evidence) – None

7.

Opponents' arguments (no new evidence)
Carl Kopacek questioned the City Attorney if referencing the
LUBA remand was considered new evidence. City Attorney
responded that was the direction they were operating under. Mr.
Kopacek stated there were two pages he sent to city council and he
was curious why it was not on the website. It was noted they were
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part of the packet. Mr. Kopacek stated there was a letter from the
Applicants attorney on the website that was posted at 5pm.
Assistant City Manager Longfellow responded that she was
instructed for any documentation that was given to include it in the
packet, if it was received in time. So that's why it was in the packet.
She noted she had only received Carl Kopacek’s and Nathan
Finding’s before the packet was created. The other two documents
were received after the packet was created, posted, and distributed,
so that was why they were posted separately online as they were
received.
Mr. Kopacek asked if he could state what he said in his letter and
stated he copied verbatim from LUBA’s remand stating why this
didn’t meet the code or the Comp Plan and he noted they did not
even rule on the Comp Plan, but they did cite exactly what happened
at the Planning Commission. He asked to read what LUBA stated
in their remand and Mayor Hall read it out loud and then asked if
Mr. Kopacek had anything else to add. Mr. Kopacek’s said they
support single family homes. Applicant interjected and stated that
was new evidence. Mayor Hall stated he was making a statement.
Linda Bade stated that her comments were not in opposition as they
have been, but she had concerns about several aspects of the project.
She discussed landslides, retaining wall, stormwater, Planning
Commission’s role. She stated if you have to put 15 conditions on
something, there's got to be something wrong with the project. She
expressed concern for the process for permitting and noted it had
adversely affected a previous investment of hers.
Helen Wright made comments and began to personally attack the
Applicant and the Mayor stepped in to address it.
Cn. Findling referred to the comments made by Linda Bade and
acknowledge that everything she said was verbatim to the letter that
was provided in the packet and she wanted it noted for the record.
8.

Applicant Rebuttal (response to prior arguments)
Ron Halter gave comment expressing they know how to be good
landlords and addressed concerns about Garibaldi growing and
changing because of the apartments. He noted the City needs the
density the apartments provide. He also noted the current
apartments are filled with good people. He stated they don't want
to hurt the city and their project will not, it will make it better with
good people, young families and workers for the City’s service
industry and customers for businesses. He requested the council
judge them on the basis of their existing record with the current
apartments and not of the dark imaginings of what might be from
the new 66 apartments.
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9.

Final Council Questions
evidence/testimony)

(for

clarification,

not

new

Cn. Riggs stated she wanted to correct the record on pg. 45 and
stated that what she told Commissioner at that time was if they did
not approve it, that they needed to cite the code, where it did not
meet the criteria. So now almost a year later, she got the codes and
the things that we the council should have had last year and the same
goes with Judith Parker’s 20-page letter that she received a few
hours earlier. She also stated that these two pieces of information
would have been very helpful to the council back last summer when
it was remanded to them.
Mayor Hall noted when he had asked for the final report from the
Planning Commission he was told the document was being edited
and therefore he never saw it and it was not included in the council
packet for that particular month and he wanted it on the record it
was something Cm. Parker, Cm. Findling, Cm. Cooper and Cm.
Inman did provide.
Cn. Findling asked if they were comfortable saying they would be
eliminating this staff report and only utilizing the original staff
report.
Mayor Hall stated his understand from the City Attorney was that
the report is going to have to be revised given the discussion tonight.
City Attorney responded by stating that staff is going to want some
time to look through the testimony that came in today, clearly
rejecting any evidence that may have been submitted accidentally,
and responding to any argument that may not already be addressed
in the findings. She noted that was really a question for
Wendolowski.
Wendolowski stated he did not have anything that he would need to
revise.
Mayor Hall replied by stating that he thought that staff needed to
consider the issues that were raised, specifically about the capacity
of the water, the issues related to the traffic study, and landslides.
10.

Close Hearing and Record
City Attorney stated that the testimony portion was over, and they
could close the hearing and the record, so they could move into
deliberations.
Mayor Hall responded that they would not be going into
deliberations and closed the hearing and the record at 8:39 p.m. He
noted there was too much information presented and he wanted
council to have time to discuss everything that was heard and said
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during the hearing. He reiterated that he had a problem with the staff
report that was written without his knowledge or the knowledge of
the council and only given to them a few days before this hearing.
He then adjourned the meeting.
B. Council deliberation and possible decision
None.

IV.

ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Hall adjourned the special council meeting at 8:40 p.m.

Tim Hall, Mayor
ATTEST:
Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
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GARIBALDI REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
Monday June 21, 2021 – 6:30 p.m.
Meeting Hall, Garibaldi City Hall, 107 6th street, Garibaldi. OR 97118
I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

CALL MEETING TO ORDER
Mayor Hall called the Council meeting to order at 6:31 p.m. Council members present Tim Hall, Laurie
Wandell, Katie Findling, Judy Riggs, and Whitey Forsman. Staff present was Juliet Hyams, City Manager and
Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager/Finance Officer. Citizens present included Jeanna Hall, Linda Bade,
Susan Newman, Ric Newman, Roger Cooper, Carolee North, Valerie Schumann, Lauri Norman, Nathan
Findling, Norm Shattuck, Carl Kopacek, Carol Kopacek, Gary Owen, and David Laine.

III.

NEW CITY MANAGER INTRODUCTION
Mayor Hall introduced the City of Garibaldi’s newly hired City Manage, Juliet Hyams.

IV.

PUBLIC HEARING: None

V.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A. Meeting Minutes May 17, 2021
B. Meeting Minutes May 21, 2021
Councilor Forsman moved to accept consent calendar as amended, Councilor Wandell 2nd motion. All for the
vote, 5-0.

VI.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Carolee North – Concern with the lack of crosswalks through the city.

VII.

PRESENTATIONS: None

VIII.

CORRESPONDENCE: None

IX.

COMMUNITY REPORTS: None

X.

OLD BUSINESS:
A. ODOT / Highway 101 Project – Discussion / Update:
Mayor Hall and City Manager, Juliet Hyams will be meeting and working with ODOT to proceed with the
upcoming project.
B. Garibaldi Days – Discussion / Update:
Councilor Wandell provided status on the updates and efforts of Garibaldi Days, sponsorships, donations,
events. Scheduled 4th weekend in July 2021.
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XI.

NEW BUSINESS:
A. Goal Setting Workshop
City Council discussion to set a date for a Goal Setting Workshop now that City Manager, Juliet Hyams is on
board.
B. City of Bay City Proclamation 2021-002
Mayor Hall read the City of Bay City Proclamation 2021-02
C. Secretary of State Audits Division Letter
Secretary of State received the City of Garibaldi’s 2018-2019 audit and will refund the 10% proceeds for State
Revenue and City taxes.
D. Budget Committee Letter of Interest – Linda Bade
Councilor Riggs moved to appoint Linda Bade to the City of Garibaldi’s Budget Committee, Councilor Findling
2nd motion. All for the vote, 5-0.

XII.

STAFF REPORTS
A. Engineer’s Report
B. Public Works Report
C. Fire Chief’s Report
D. Sheriff Department’s Report

XIII.

COUNCIL REPORTS
Mayor Hall: Details to follow regarding his discussion with Susan Weber directing the city funds for much
needed public works infrastructure projects. Also, discussion on signage throughout the city that needs
updating.
Councilor Forsman’s: Start working with public and staff regarding the Chamber formation.
Councilor Wandell: Discussion on getting a list from staff for businesses located on Hwy 101. Also, discussion
about the City of Garibaldi’s porch parade.
Councilor Findling: Discussion about having a city newsletter again.

XIV.

EXECUTIVE SESSION: None

XV.

ADJOURNMENT: 7:35 p.m.
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TO:
FROM:

Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
Blake Lettenmaier, City Engineer/Public Works Director/Planner Pro Tem/Project
Manager
June 30, 2021
City Engineer/Public works Director/Planner Pro Tem/Project Manager’s Monthly
Staff Report

DATE:
SUBJECT:

Please find below some of the tasks performed during June 2021.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Aided Port in finding survey
monuments
Answered land use planning
questions202 5th
Answered questions on State
Forest Road to Scott
Answered Steve Wassnok's
land use and planning
questions
Assisted in getting city flowers
watered
Attended all city staff meeting
Attended Destination Ready
City of Garibaldi - Mid-Point
Check-In on Zoom
Attended Garibaldi Days
meeting at Port of Garibaldi
Began review of Steno
proposal
Began familiarizing City
Manager on Public Works
projects
Began land use application
review (Vanzante/Murry)
Began scanning utility
information cards per ODOT's
request
Began spreadsheets for time
next fiscal year
Began work on Land Use
Application for 123 Arizona
Way
Calculated 10-year SDC
installment payments, credits
and permit fees for 21AA
18000
Called back citizen and
answered questions on
accessary structures (code
requirements)
Called back Neil Van Zante

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Checked on water leak at
14900 Hwy 101
Checked meter installation and
notified property owner
Checked SDCs due for lot 13
in Arborview Height and sent
to Ticor Title
Communicated with County
Health Department on
proposed food cart at the
source
Completed insurance form for
Advanced Excavation's Ginger
project
Consulted with Assistant City
Manager
Continued preparation of land
use permit for 21AA 18000
Continued preparing
spreadsheet for time next fiscal
year
Continued processing Lot 25
in Arborview Heights for land
use permit
Coordinated on sewer clog at
107 4th
Coordinated with
administrative staff on
Garibaldi Days
Coordinated with ODOT on
drilling needs
Coordinated with Port
Manager on borrowing their
Kubota for meter reading on a
monthly basis (Council and
City Manager to allow City
purchase of equipment so we
don't have to consistently use
Port's equipment for 2 days
every month)
Coordinated with sheriff on
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

signs and pedestrian
movements
Corrected Land Use Permit
(21AA 18000)
Determined location of sewer
lateral on lot 600 (Commercial
Ave)
Determined System
Development Charges and sent
to Ticor Title and
administration staff
Discussed installation of water
meter on Hwy 101 North UGB
Discussed permitting for 305
Acacia
Entered tasks completed
Finished Land Use Permit
(21AA 18000)
Finished land use permit
application for 1N10 03500
Finished monthly public works
staff report
Finished preparing monthly
city engineer's staff report
Finished preparing monthly
public works staff report
Finished Processing Land Use
Permit for 21AA 18000
Gathered fuel usage data and
sent to assistant city manager
Guided Virgil Louden through
land use permit process for hot
tub accessary structure
Informed staff of need for
utility locate
Inspected at Arborview
Heights
Inspected paving at Arborview
Heights
Inspected road connection to
1st Street with the Oregon
Department of Forestry anJLT
construction at Arborview
Heights
Issued Land Use Application
for Fire Chief's review and met
with Assistant City Manager
Issued land use forms to Steno
Issued one-call utility locate to
staff

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Looked for sewer lateral on
Commercial Avenue
Looked for sewer line videos
Met with public works staff on
Training/Vacations/Meter
reading potential conflicts and
ironed it out/followed up with
email to all
Met with Assistant City
Manager
Met with citizen on utility
locates and zoning questions
Met with City
Manager/Assistant City
Manager/Tourism staff
Met with David at Port
Met with Gail of Terwilliger
heights
Met with Mr. Olson of Port of
Garibaldi
Met with Nick and Jo
Met with Port
Met with Port and Public
works staff
Met with Port Manager
Met with Port of Garibaldi
Met with Port Staff
Met with Public works
Prepared monthly invoice for
Watseco-Barview
Prepared over and above
upcoming out of the normal
needed public work facility
improvement costs for FY 2122 budget
Processed monthly public
works timesheets
Retrieved drove over RxR sign
from Shell station
Reviewed and approved time
off requests
Reviewed contact list and
updated
Reviewed ODOT Hwy 101
plans and solicited City
Manager's and Mayor's review
comments for Bill by June
25th
Reviewed proposed garage
and accessory building
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

proposal and answered
planning questions for Mr.
Seaman
Reviewed proposed land use
for Garibaldi Municipal Code
compliance
Reviewed proposed mixed use
plans and lot line adjustment
as relates to the Garibaldi
Municipal Code
Reviewed USDA Grants to
Support Rural Water and
Waste Infrastructure
Reviewed vacation requests
Reviewed water and sewer
infrastructure projects
Reviewed WWTP purchase
needs
Sent code and answered
questions on building in the R1 zone
Sent final order CU 2015-01 to
VanKampen
Sent forms and fee information
to Tom Steno
Sent Location of old Garibaldi
Day's T-Shirts
Sent plans to Tom Steno (3rd
& Acacia)
Sought training for Public
works staff to keep water and
wastewater continuing
education units current for
their certificates to operate our
systems
Spoke with Assistant City
Manager on receipts and
invoices and shared

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

information with staff
Spoke with June Green about
gate and reading water meter
Tracked 2021 land use
numbers
Tracked time on tasks
performed
Updated timesheet
Visited with City Hall staff on
Garibaldi Days
Worked at Wastewater
treatment plant on Saturday
(data collection, Water
chlorine residual testing)
Worked at Wastewater
treatment plant on Sunday
(data collection, Water
chlorine residual testing)
Worked on Land use
application for accessary
building for 123 Arizona Way
Worked on land use permit
application for 1N10 03500
Worked on preparing monthly
city engineer's staff report
Worked on preparing monthly
public works staff report
Worked on processing land
use permit (21AA 18100)
Worked on SDC installment
application and installment
agreement
Worked on yearly timecards
Wrote to Barbara on Gail's
water service issue

Should you have any questions, please call me or stop by and we can discuss. Thank you.
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Lori Longfellow, Assistant City Manager
Blake Lettenmaier, City Engineer/Public Works Director/Project Manager/Planner
Pro Tem
June 30, 2021
Public Works Staff Report

The month of June was a busy month for the Public Works Department. Aside from regularly
scheduled required tasks, Public Works Staff also performed the following tasks.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changed out light bulbs in Community
hall men's bathroom
Checked intertie station
Checked lift pump Stations
Clean up and locked up PW shop/
WWTP
Cleaned and Calibrated CL17 units
Cleaned contact Chamber #1
Cleaned contact chamber #2
Cleaned in WWTP and took shop and
WWTP trash out
Cleaned in chemical room
Cleaned lab and lab dishes
Cleaned lab dishes and lab
Cleaned lab dishes and lab, swept and
moped
Cleaned on top of WWTP
cleaned out truck from meter reading
cleaned up after dig
Cleaned up tools parked sweeper
Completed locate
Completed locate on Court St.
Continued weekly DEQ testing
Continued working on street sweeper
Continued working on sweeper
Decanted from digester #4
DEQ paperwork
Did monthly reports for OHA and
timesheets
Did paperwork and filing water system
Did station check and cl2 and ph
testing Watseco Barview
Did station check and cl2 samples
Watseco Barview
Did station checks
Did station checks and calibrated ph
meter
Did vehicle inspections

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Did water samples
Did water samples in WatsecoBarview
Dug trench, plumbed water supply and
set meter and meter box
Filled bisulfite tank and Chlorine tanks
Filled treatment chemical tanks,
Ordered more
Finished DEQ report and Submitted
NetDMR
finished up meter and box install
Finished weed eating around wwtp
Finished weekly DEQ testing
Finished Weekly DEQ testing
Fixed turn signal on RTV
Gather locate information
Gathered locate information
Gathered tools and supplies for water
meter project
Got RTV ready to water flowers
Had keys made for Juliet
Input meter reads in Trimble
Installed water service Barview forest
road
Intertie building inspection and water
testing at Shand
intertie building inspection water
testing at Shand Ave.
Lab
Loaded truck with equipment
Locate information
Locate on HWY 101
Located sewer at 600 Commercial Ave
Located water main on Harborview
DR
Lock up shop tools
Looked at project on 101 for meter
install
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looked for rechargeable batteries
Looked into possible water leak on
evergreen Ave
Made caution signs for wet paint
Made new keys for City Hall
Meeting at City Hall
Met with Blake L
Met with Blake P from FD about
Hydrant flow testing
Met with Blake P. from fire
department about hydrant at moss
creek
Met with Jo
Met with Joe at TRSD
Met with Sue about meter reads and
rereads
Monthly vehicle inspection
Moved drum of Chlorine into water
treatment plant
Mow Seacliff, Driftwood areas
Mowed
Mowed 13th and 14th St.
Mowed 9th St. easement at the end of
Cypress
Mowed bus stop, City Hall, Acacia
and 5th St.
Mowed city lots
Mowed Ginger, Holy and equipment
staging area
Mowed Holly and end of 3rd St.
Mowed lift station
Mowed up on Ginger and around and
weed eat around pole building
Mowed well and line trimmed
Mowed WWTP area
Organized DEQ paperwork for
monthly report
organized paperwork
Painted benches on main street
Parked tractor in pole building
Performed daily data and testing/ Plant
check
Performed Daily testing and data,
Checked plant
Performed daily testing and data/ plant
check

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performed weekly DEQ testing
Picked up cones from ODOT survey
Picked up parts
Picked up supplies
Plan check collected composite
samples
Plant check
Plant check and collected composite
samples
Plant check Read out bod test
Plant check, checked samplers
Planted flower on the corner of Main
St. and 8th St.
Power washed international tracker to
find hydraulic leak
Power washed street sweeper
Prepared sample bottles for Sludge
sampling
Prepared vac truck and cleaned sewer
main on 4th street to Hwy 101
Pulled monthly gas report
Put away equipment
Put brush hog on tractor and tested
Put cones out for ODOT survey
Put gas in mower and took it back to
Port
Put mower deck on tractor
Put tools and equipment away
Put truck and equipment away
Put truck and tools away
Put Vac truck and tools away
Put water container in RTV and Fill
container with water
Read meter and replaced Lid at 606
Vine maple
Read meters
Read out BOD and checked samplers
Read out BOD test
Read out fecal test set up enterococci
test
Read out of BOD test
Read water meter at 101 E. Garibaldi
Ave.
Read water meter at 807 Garibaldi
Ave
Read water meters
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Received Bisulfite delivery
replaced pickaxe handle
Replied to emails
Reset Intertie building, an alarm
showed low tanks,
Safety information
Sample collection and lab testing prep
Set RTV up to water flowers
Set up Enterococci test
Set up tools
Set up water cart on RTV
Set up watering container
Setup Fecal test
Sludge samples for Bio solids
Staff meeting at City Hall
Staff meeting city hall
Started weekly DEQ testing
Station check and cl2 test and leak
check
Station Checks
Station inspections
Took 10-yard dump trailer up to
staging area
Took care of weeds at city hall and
Main St.
Took paperwork to City Hall
Took parts back to Napa
Took tools to job site for water
connection on Hwy 101, helped dig.
Training
Transferred sludge from digester #4 to
#2
Transferred sludge in digester,
Cleaned in Chemical room
Travel to training
Water meter rereads
Watered flowers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watered flowers on main
watered flowers on Main St
Watered flowers on Main St.
Watered flowers on Main St. and
picked up wet paint sings and caution
cones
Weed eat bus stop, City Hall, City
Parking are. Used blower to clean
sidewalk
Weed eaten around and maintained
hydrants
Weed removal on main St. and
parking areas of City
Weed wacked around WWTP
Weed wacked at well site
Weeded around meter boxes on
driftwood, Fir and evergreen
Weekly station inspection
Went to Tillamook to get supplies and
pick up 10-yard dump truck
Went to Tillamook to pick up Roll off
truck from Repair shop
Went to wells to reread a meter
Worked in plant cleaning
Worked on Biosolids paperwork
Worked on emails
Worked on flail mower
worked on getting quote for new lab
equipment
Worked on RTV
Worked on Street sweeper
Worked on water system
Worked on Watering container
Worked taking off flail attachment
from tractor

If you have any questions or comments, please call (503-322-0217) or email me
(blake@ci.garibaldi.or.us).
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GARIBALDI FIRE DEPARTMENT
107 6TH ST – PO BOX 657
GARIBALDI, OR 97118
JAY MARUGG FIRE CHIEF
firechief@ci.garibaldi.or.us
503-322-3635

Outlook:
For the month of June we again responded to 18 calls for service.
Of these 18, 4 were water rescue calls. We still are seeing an
uptick in calls from previous years, as the summer is in full swing.
With much of the state in extreme fire danger and having
significant weather events, Garibaldi has put our Water Tender up
for deployment in Oregon to assist in fighting these major wildfires
happening. Oregon already has lost hundreds of homes and
hundreds of thousands of acres burned.
Drone update
As most of you know, our drone was deployed on a recent water
rescue here in Garibaldi for a capsized kayaker. The drone was
deployed in 3 minutes of arriving on scene and delivered a Life
Ring to the victim within 30 seconds of takeoff. This drone being
donated has been a developing tool and has proved its worth to the
department on several calls of our own and on mutual aid to other
districts. Blake has been working with County Leaders and
Tourism Coordinators to secure funding for future drones in the
county. Our plan is to be able to add another drone to our fleet
increasing our capabilities even more.
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Part time summer help
We received five applications for our temporary summer position.
Two out of the five had complete applications. The two candidates
were interviewed for the position. At the time this report was
written, we have not yet finished the scoring of both interviews. A
decision should be made within the next few days.
Grant update
With the funds from our OSFM-WUI grant available now, we have
been ordering Personal Protective Equipment for our members. As
more items are purchased and put into service, Blake and Lori will
continue to work together and keep track of the expenditures.
Allocated funds for this grant is $17,120.00
AFG grants are now being allocated which accounts for the Engine
and SCBA packs listed below. This will include many rounds of
funding awarded. We will keep you updated as we hear any
further. These awards could happen anytime between now and next
spring 2022.
Grants submitted;
A) Replacement of engine 12 was applied for through the AFG,
(assistance to firefighters grant), a FEMA grant governed by
the department of homeland security. The deadline for this
grant is February 12. It was submitted on January 29. The
total price of the grant is $540,988. This includes a new
structural engine with a full complement of tools minus
SCBS, breathing units. There will be several rounds of grant
awards that start in May of 2021.
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B) A grant through “Firehouse Subs” was applied for to
purchase a new rescue unit we can use on the beach, in the
mountains and as a wildland interface unit. The side by side
unit will have a small tank of water for wildland fires with a
pump. It will also have a stokes basket to haul the injured
out to an awaiting ambulance. The total grant award will be
$28,000. The grant deadline was Feb. 1 and will be awarded
on April 1, 2021.
C) This grant is a regional grant for new SCBA units. The
Garibaldi Fire Department is the lead agency on this grant
that includes Netarts/Oceanside Fire District, Rockaway
Beach Fire Department, Nehalem Bay Fire District and the
Garibaldi Fire Department. Because this grant is for safety
equipment and is a regional grant that improves the safety
of not only the GFD but numerous fire departments in
Tillamook County, the chances of a successful award are
really good. The total cost of this grant application is
$511,783. This is applied for under the AFG grant under
Operations and Safety. The engine 12 grant is under
Apparatus replacement.
Grant totals applied for= $ 1,437,330
Grants awarded;
OSFM-WUI Grant – (Wildland Urban Interface)
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Fire District Talks:
Progress has been made in regards to working department to
department as a direct approach. Training Officers have put a
training schedule together sending personnel and apparatus to other
districts for training. Recently Blake and Martin took our water
tender to Bay City to conduct a drafting drill as Blake describes in
his training report. Bay City Council is going to confirm with the
city attorney the IGA we wrote for sharing Blake’s position 1 day a
week. Blake has been working on a press release outlining our
goals and timeline moving forward, this should be approved at our
next meeting for public release.
Garibaldi Days
We are gearing up for Garibaldi Days. I attended a meeting with
Port staff, City staff and law enforcement regarding parade and
event safety. We are looking forward to the water ball competition.
Wildland deployment
The Garibaldi Fire Department has teamed up with the Nehalem
Fire District in sharing resources and personnel to send out on
conflagration wildfire events. With the early start to the wildland
season, this could a long summer in regards to wildland fires.
Currently, there is 80 acres burning up highway 6 near mile post
30. That’s pretty close to home.
IGA for shared training officer
The draft IGA with Bay City to share our training officer for one
day a week is currently under legal review with the Bay City
attorney. Hopefully by August 1 this can get implemented.
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Garibaldi Fire Department
Training Report: July 2021
Training: June 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wildland Firefighter Field Day
Two Burn to Learns
Drone Flight Operation
Water Supply (Bay City Fire)
WUI Structure Protection
Fire Officer Training

ODF along with Garibaldi Fire hosted a Wildland Firefighter Field Day at Camp
Magruder. Participants from 4 fire district and 55 personnel completed the 8 hour training
on the hottest day this year. Camp Magruder catered lunch and we accomplished some
great training including burning two large slash piles. ODF and I are already planning
next year’s event and expanding it to create an even more realistic scenario.
We were able to acquire two residential structures to train and burn for home owners.
This real life fire training is the best way to gain experience for our firefighters
specifically our new firefighters who have yet to experience interior fire conditions. We
typically acquire several houses each year that provides a multitude of training
opportunities.
With our new Drone in service, we were able to conduct flight training operations for
several pilots. I set up cones down at the Port of Garibaldi and had them fly Life Rings to
each cone and drop them simulating a person. With the mild wind speed this training
night, it provided accurate conditions and opportunities in a controlled environment. Just
2 weeks after this we were able to put this training to the test and save a capsized kayaker
in the Tillamook bay off Bay Lane. Despite the conditions in the bay, the drone made
quick work of delivering the life ring while rescuer swimmers geared up and swam to the
victim.
As part of our interagency training program with neighboring districts, Asst. Chief
McCormick and I took our water tender to Bay City Fire to conduct rural water supply &
drafting operations for them. We are fortunate enough to have our water tender and are
able share it on incidents and training night for our neighbors who do not have one.
Drafting is a key component on fires outside our hydrated areas, which adds a complex
element to getting water to the fire.
Prior to our Field Day, Camp Magruder allowed us to practice our structure protection
triage and treatment on a couple buildings. As fire season is in full swing we have been
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focusing on wildland fire operations preparing for a busy season state wide. Structure
protection is a key element to our operations and responsibilities on wildland fires. With
educational programs and resources available, if an event accrues, our job should be
much easier. Hill Top UAV also made an appearance this drill night to show us a
protection system in the development stages, using a drone we strung soaker hose
through tree tops and over the roof of a building providing a new way of treatment for an
approaching wild fire.
Every month that has a fifth Tuesday, we provide a Fire Officer training for Garibaldi,
Bay City and Rockaway Beach Fire Officers. This training is tailored to our area
covering Incident Command System, Command and Company Officer Responsibilities,
Scenarios, Communications and several other topics. This interagency training is part of
our mission to simplify and train consistently to provide seamless operations when
assisting each other on incidents. Since implementing this program January 1st, 2021, it
has increased our interoperability on incidents and allowed us to be flexible in on scene
operations. We also use this to learn from low frequency incidents such as Mass Casualty
Incidents and Major Water Rescues.
Updates:
No additional to report this month.

Blake Paulsen

Division Chief- Training

If you have any questions regarding this report, you may contact
me at any time.
Respectfully,
Jay Marugg
Fire Chief
Garibaldi Fire Department
firechief@ci.garibaldi.or.us
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
Monday, July 19th, 2021 – 6:30 P.M.
Garibaldi City Council Meeting- 7/19/2021
Deputy Sam Cummings
Tillamook County Sheriff’s Office
Please continue to watch for suspicious people/activity in your neighborhoods and around local businesses.
Call 503-815-1911 to report non-emergencies.
Please request a home check or business check if you plan on leaving town for an extended amount of time
or even if it’s just a couple days. We would rather spend the time to check on your home or business than
potentially have something happen to it.
With Garibaldi Days here shortly, there are going significantly more people out and about than even a
regular summer weekend- please be mindful of being aware of your driving speed, your actions at stop
signs and watch for pedestrians at cross walks so we can try to keep everyone safe and enjoying our town.
For updates on happenings locally and in the county, check the Sheriff’s Office Facebook page.
Traffic stops- 4 citations issued, 24 warnings, 0 citizen assist, 0 no action taken-– 28 total traffic stops.
Calls for service- 0- alarm, 1- animal, 0- burglary, 11- business/home checks, 3- civil, 9- citizen assist, 0court violation, 0- criminal mischief, 1- disturbance, 0- fire, 0- fireworks, 3- fraud, 0- harassment, 0- hit
and run, 0- incomplete 911, 1- juvenile, 1- medical, 0- missing person, 1- motor vehicle accidents, 0narcotics, 1- noise complaints, 1- ordinance violations, 1- property, 0- prowler, 3- road hazards, 0- runaway,
0- shots fired, 0- suicidal, 2- suspicious, 1- traffic complaint, 0- trespass, 0 - theft, 1- unwanted, 0- vehicle
complaint, 0- vehicle (towed), 1- welfare checks, 1- UEMV, 0- vehicle theft, 1- water rescue
Follow up to cases- 4
Warrant arrests- 0

Contacts- 1

DUII- 0

Tillamook City Police Department Assist- 1

Other arrest: 0 Total Arrests: 0
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Incident Address
210 3RD ST
501 3RD ST
401 JERRY CREASY WAY
112 GARIBALDI AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 9TH ST
402 S 7TH ST
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
28815 MIAMI FOLEY RD
28815 MIAMI FOLEY RD
16990 WESTPOINT DR
16990 WESTPOINT DR
308 S 7TH ST
231 GARIBALDI AVE
210 S 3RD ST
210 S 3RD ST
8330 CEDAR ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / EKROTH RD
302 GARIBALDI AVE
27305 ELK TRAIL DR
27300 ELK TRAIL DR
27300 ELK TRAIL DR
27200 MIAMI FOLEY RD
59 MP HIGHWAY 101
59 MP HIGHWAY 101
59 MP HIGHWAY 101
59 MP HIGHWAY 101
105 3RD ST
105 3RD ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / EKROTH RD

Incident Address City
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

Incident Date And Time
06/01/2021 10:48:18
06/01/2021 10:49:29
06/01/2021 13:29:34
06/01/2021 14:16:57
06/01/2021 15:18:47
06/01/2021 15:48:29
06/01/2021 15:55:13
06/01/2021 16:36:55
06/01/2021 16:36:55
06/01/2021 16:43:43
06/01/2021 16:43:43
06/01/2021 20:28:04
06/02/2021 13:42:13
06/02/2021 14:03:43
06/02/2021 14:13:26
06/02/2021 15:30:42
06/02/2021 21:53:34
06/03/2021 12:33:45
06/03/2021 18:56:38
06/04/2021 08:08:17
06/04/2021 08:55:11
06/04/2021 13:03:21
06/04/2021 13:35:04
06/04/2021 13:35:04
06/04/2021 13:35:04
06/04/2021 13:35:04
06/04/2021 18:32:37
06/04/2021 18:32:37
06/04/2021 21:04:08
06/04/2021 21:31:19
06/05/2021 09:15:17
06/05/2021 09:15:49
06/05/2021 09:15:49

Incident Type
Follow Up
Fraud
Assist
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Assist
BUSINESS CHECK
Theft
Theft
Welfare check
Welfare check
Traffic
Traffic Stop
Assist
Assist
Civil Service
Traffic Stop
Suspicious
Harassment
Civil
Civil
Follow Up
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Road Hazard
Road Hazard
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Boat Patrol
Boat Patrol
Boat Patrol

Incident Unit ID
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
208
223
208
223
223
226
226
226
226
207
228
223
228
228
219
726
228
219
213
702
217
228
702
218
211
221
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59 MP HIGHWAY 101
604 CYPRESS AVE
JERRY CREASY WAY / AMERICAN AVE
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
501 E GARIBALDI AVE
21450 NEW MIAMI RIVER RD
205 DRIFTWOOD AVE
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
S 6TH ST / AMERICAN AVE
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
903 GARIBALDI AVE
903 GARIBALDI AVE
HIGHWAY 101 N / MIAMI FOLEY RD
302 S 7TH ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / HOBSONVILLE POINT DR
AMERICAN AVE / JERRY CREASY WAY
S 3RD ST / AMERICAN AVE
S 3RD ST / AMERICAN AVE
227 GARIBALDI AVE
227 GARIBALDI AVE
302 GARIBALDI AVE
112 GARIBALDI AVE
502 GARIBALDI AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 2ND ST
204 6TH ST
204 6TH ST
204 6TH ST
204 6TH ST
305 1ST ST
227 GARIBALDI AVE
227 GARIBALDI AVE
109 E CYPRESS AVE

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

06/05/2021 10:58:14
06/05/2021 21:49:23
06/06/2021 13:30:01
06/06/2021 14:01:08
06/06/2021 14:11:13
06/06/2021 14:55:28
06/06/2021 16:54:07
06/06/2021 20:04:45
06/07/2021 11:47:29
06/07/2021 12:30:21
06/07/2021 14:07:48
06/07/2021 14:29:51
06/07/2021 14:57:57
06/07/2021 14:57:57
06/07/2021 15:07:57
06/08/2021 05:56:13
06/08/2021 10:37:55
06/08/2021 15:17:14
06/08/2021 16:29:12
06/08/2021 16:29:12
06/09/2021 00:38:18
06/09/2021 00:38:18
06/09/2021 14:02:02
06/09/2021 14:10:06
06/09/2021 14:26:42
06/09/2021 14:59:26
06/09/2021 18:27:20
06/09/2021 18:27:20
06/09/2021 18:27:20
06/09/2021 18:27:20
06/09/2021 20:57:03
06/09/2021 23:17:31
06/09/2021 23:17:31
06/09/2021 23:45:28

Contact
Follow Up
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Welfare check
Follow Up
Road Hazard
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic
Noise
Animal
Traffic Stop
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
BUSINESS CHECK
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Road Hazard
Unknown
Unknown
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Noise

211
217
226
226
226
226
217
217
226
226
226
226
208
226
226
226
226
226
208
226
223
225
226
226
226
226
207
223
207
223
223
207
223
223
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613 VINE MAPLE LN
305 1ST ST

225 GARIBALDI AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 6TH ST
402 S 7TH ST
8000 CEDAR ST
8000 CEDAR ST
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
502 GARIBALDI AVE
502 GARIBALDI AVE
14955 MIAMI FOLEY RD
227 GARIBALDI AVE
305 1ST ST
903 GARIBALDI AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 12TH ST
114 10TH ST
231 GARIBALDI AVE
402 S 7TH ST
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
402 S 7TH ST
45.5563759~-123.915503
804 GARIBALDI AVE
BARVIEW COUNTY PARK
415 GARIBALDI AVE
114 10TH ST
59 MP HIGHWAY 101
115 10TH ST
GARIBALDI AVE / 3RD ST

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

06/10/2021 19:00:40
06/10/2021 19:28:22
06/10/2021 21:13:52
06/10/2021 21:13:52
06/11/2021 09:05:13
06/11/2021 20:58:22
06/12/2021 10:18:31
06/12/2021 10:24:31
06/12/2021 11:42:59
06/12/2021 22:37:23
06/12/2021 22:37:23
06/13/2021 12:15:02
06/14/2021 01:04:03
06/14/2021 01:04:03
06/15/2021 09:11:05
06/15/2021 10:34:11
06/15/2021 11:15:03
06/15/2021 11:43:19
06/15/2021 15:07:27
06/16/2021 04:53:30
06/16/2021 10:30:02
06/16/2021 10:35:48
06/16/2021 13:28:12
06/16/2021 13:40:07
06/16/2021 21:57:47
06/17/2021 15:14:58
06/18/2021 19:19:58
06/19/2021 08:50:27
06/19/2021 09:09:08
06/19/2021 19:17:46
06/19/2021 21:46:21
06/20/2021 00:41:10
06/20/2021 11:09:22
06/20/2021 11:53:28

Civil
Follow Up
MVA
MVA
Property
Welfare check
Boat Patrol
Hit & Run
7
Kidnap
Kidnap
Traffic Stop
Suspicious
Suspicious
Assist
UEMV
Suspicious
Assist
Traffic Stop
Animal
Fraud
Property
Traffic Stop
Assist
Unwanted
Civil
Traffic Stop
Unknown
Boat Patrol
Animal
Traffic Stop
Contact
Civil Service
Traffic Stop

223
223
223
229
211
217
211
211
211
702
229
226
702
229
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
207
228
702
221
221
217
229
702
226
226

58
231 GARIBALDI AVE
58 MP HIGHWAY 101
200 6TH ST
604 CYPRESS AVE
CYPRESS AVE / 1ST ST
24380 MIAMI FOLEY RD
45.5705~-123.9566
E GARIBALDI AVE / MARTIN SMITH DR
701 GARIBALDI AVE
302 GARIBALDI AVE
E GARIBALDI AVE / KEENON DR
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
604 CYPRESS AVE
604 CYPRESS AVE
604 CYPRESS AVE
504 BIRCH AVE
504 BIRCH AVE
27200 MIAMI FOLEY RD
MIAMI FOLEY RD / HIGHWAY 101 N
MIAMI FOLEY RD / HIGHWAY 101 N
15660 LAKESIDE DR
15660 LAKESIDE DR
2ND ST / GARIBALDI AVE
58 MP HIGHWAY 101
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
JERRY CREASY WAY / AMERICAN AVE
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
24395 MIAMI FOLEY RD
3RD ST / GARIBALDI AVE
231 GARIBALDI AVE
15240 MOSS CREEK RD
15240 MOSS CREEK RD

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

06/20/2021 11:59:53
06/20/2021 12:12:46
06/20/2021 12:52:46
06/20/2021 21:56:30
06/20/2021 22:15:45
06/20/2021 22:55:14
06/20/2021 23:36:49
06/21/2021 07:49:10
06/21/2021 12:48:10
06/21/2021 13:58:52
06/21/2021 16:29:25
06/21/2021 16:46:49
06/21/2021 17:19:44
06/21/2021 22:33:33
06/21/2021 23:31:08
06/21/2021 23:31:08
06/21/2021 23:43:32
06/21/2021 23:43:32
06/22/2021 10:29:40
06/22/2021 10:50:46
06/22/2021 10:50:46
06/22/2021 12:57:26
06/22/2021 12:57:26
06/22/2021 13:01:23
06/22/2021 13:43:32
06/22/2021 14:05:42
06/22/2021 14:12:53
06/22/2021 15:02:28
06/22/2021 20:45:44
06/23/2021 10:42:35
06/23/2021 10:49:00
06/23/2021 14:43:15
06/23/2021 14:43:15
06/23/2021 15:10:52

Follow Up
Traffic Stop
Assist
Noise
Traffic Stop
Unwanted
80
Animal
Traffic Stop
Assist
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Civil
Civil
Follow Up
Vehicle
Vehicle
Suspicious
Suspicious
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
BUSINESS CHECK
Civil Service
Traffic Stop
Follow Up
Suspicious
Suspicious
Road Hazard

226
226
226
217
217
217
702
208
226
226
226
226
226
217
217
226
217
225
219
216
219
208
226
226
226
226
226
226
223
226
226
221
226
226

59
E GARIBALDI AVE / E DRIFTWOOD AVE
57 MP HIGHWAY 101
502 CYPRESS AVE
227 GARIBALDI AVE
227 GARIBALDI AVE
504 BIRCH AVE
513 GARIBALDI AVE
513 GARIBALDI AVE
513 GARIBALDI AVE
210 S 3RD ST
210 S 3RD ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / HOBSONVILLE POINT DR
BAY LN / 12TH ST
8000 CEDAR ST
114 10TH ST
304 FIR AVE
304 FIR AVE
304 FIR AVE
304 FIR AVE
304 FIR AVE
304 FIR AVE
58 MP HIGHWAY 101
58 MP HIGHWAY 101
24380 MIAMI FOLEY RD
304 FIR AVE
HIGHWAY 101 N / HARBOR VIEW DR
HIGHWAY 101 N / HARBOR VIEW DR
HIGHWAY 101 N / HARBOR VIEW DR
GARIBALDI
24340 MIAMI FOLEY RD
306 CYPRESS AVE

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

06/23/2021 15:17:33
06/23/2021 15:56:10
06/24/2021 10:41:21
06/24/2021 17:38:25
06/24/2021 18:51:03
06/24/2021 18:51:03
06/25/2021 09:10:24
06/25/2021 13:36:41
06/25/2021 13:36:41
06/25/2021 13:36:41
06/25/2021 16:26:34
06/25/2021 16:26:34
06/26/2021 07:18:01
06/26/2021 08:25:54
06/26/2021 16:04:41
06/26/2021 17:42:00
06/27/2021 00:48:19
06/27/2021 12:28:32
06/27/2021 12:28:32
06/27/2021 12:28:32
06/27/2021 12:28:32
06/27/2021 15:23:58
06/27/2021 15:23:58
06/27/2021 16:32:12
06/27/2021 18:45:18
06/27/2021 18:45:18
06/27/2021 21:20:07
06/28/2021 08:21:26
06/28/2021 09:06:13
06/28/2021 09:06:13
06/28/2021 09:06:13
06/28/2021 09:18:40
06/28/2021 09:40:16
06/28/2021 10:35:06

Traffic Stop
Follow Up
Traffic
Crim Misch
Welfare check
Welfare check
Civil
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Vehicle
Ordinance Violation
Missing Person
Animal
Contact
Civil
Civil
Civil Service
Civil Service
Civil
Civil
Water Rescue
Disturbance
Disturbance
Follow Up
Civil
Disturbance
Disturbance
Disturbance
Welfare check
Suspicious
Welfare check

226
226
220
223
207
223
211
211
206
220
702
220
218
218
201
223
702
208
226
208
226
208
226
702
217
229
217
226
218
226
219
226
226
219

60
8330 CEDAR ST
8330 CEDAR ST
SOUTH JETTY BARVIEW
HIGHWAY 101 N / CEDAR ST
302 MOORING BASIN RD
GARIBALDI AVE / 3RD ST
210 S 3RD ST
112 GARIBALDI AVE
301 GARIBALDI AVE
GARIBALDI AVE / 2ND ST
HIGHWAY 101 N / CEDAR ST
210 S 3RD ST
14800 HIGHWAY 101 N
602 DRIFTWOOD AVE
9595 COMPASS ROSE HILL RD
500 S BIAK AVE
613 S COMMERCIAL AVE
AMERICAN AVE / S 6TH ST
513 GARIBALDI AVE
513 GARIBALDI AVE
17500 COHO WAY
306 CYPRESS AVE
306 CYPRESS AVE
:0

Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi
Garibaldi

06/28/2021 14:16:58
06/28/2021 14:16:58
06/28/2021 14:47:43
06/28/2021 15:28:07
06/28/2021 18:12:36
06/29/2021 11:47:31
06/29/2021 12:21:05
06/29/2021 13:12:57
06/29/2021 18:24:27
06/29/2021 19:45:10
06/29/2021 23:01:56
06/30/2021 11:33:21
06/30/2021 13:15:09
06/30/2021 13:17:35
06/30/2021 13:35:21
06/30/2021 14:03:33
06/30/2021 15:11:30
06/30/2021 15:23:34
06/30/2021 15:24:04
06/30/2021 15:48:12
06/30/2021 17:14:59
06/30/2021 18:02:18
06/30/2021 18:02:18

Disturbance
Disturbance
Contact
Traffic Stop
Water Rescue
Traffic Stop
Fraud
BUSINESS CHECK
Civil Service
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Traffic Stop
Contact
Suspicious
Vehicle
BUSINESS CHECK
BUSINESS CHECK
Traffic Stop
Unknown
MVA/Non-injury
Unknown
Civil Service
Civil Service

226
219
219
219
217
226
226
226
223
223
225
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
226
223
220
223

61

62

63

